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114. On a Proo o[ a Theorem o Rosenberg

By Masahiro IAKAMURA and Takasi TURUMARU
)saka Normal College and Mathematical Institute of Thoku University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Nov. 12, 1953)

Recently, A. Rosenberg ) solved, affirmatively a conjecture of
M.A. Neumark ) as follows"

Theorem. A C*-algebra, having unique irreducible representa-
tion and acting irreducibly on a separable Hilbert space, is the algebra
of all completely continuous operators.

The purpose of the present note is to give an alternative proof
of the Theorem, which may be simpler than the original Rosenberg’s
and free from the results of M.A. Neumark*).

Let H be a separable Hilbert space on which a C*-algebra A
in question acts irreducibly, and C be the C*-algebra of all com-
pletely continuous operators on H. Then the proof of Theorem is
divided into the following two Lemmas-

Lemma 1. Either A coincides with C, or AC=O.
Lemma 2. Let B be a C*-algebra generated by A and C, then

B also satisfies the assumptions of Theorem.
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose that A does not coincide with

C. If A,C=D is not 0, then D is a proper two-sided closed ideal
of A. Whence AID is a non-trivial C*-algebra, and has therefore
an irreducible representation, which is different from that of A.
Thus we arrive at a contradiction.

We remark, in addition, that we can show the simplicity of
A by the same arguments as above.

Proof of Lemma 2. To complete the proof of Lemma 2, it is
sufficient to show that every pure state of B is a wave function
(considering B as an algebra on H).

Let r be a pure state of B, then without loss of generality
we can assume that r is a pure state of the full operator algebra
on H. (Cf. I. E. Segal’); Lemma 2 ).) Moreover, if r is not a wave
function, then by the last theorem of J. Dixmier ), r vanishes on
C, and, by the assumption on A, r is a non-pure state of A.
Therefore, the kernel D of an irreducible representation of B induced
by r contains C, and AD=O since A is simple.

Now, if we denote by E the algebraic sum of A and C, that
is

E={a+claA, cC},
Original paper of M.A. Neumark is inavailable to the authors who knew

it by Rickart’s review in the "Mathematical Reviews ".


